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Abstract: Introduction: Dizziness is a common scenario in the Emergency Departments (EDs). Among dizziness un-
derlying causes, the posterior circulation stroke is especially relevant due to its mobimortality and concerning
misdiagnosis rates. Therefore, we conducted this study to assess dizziness evaluation and baseline characteris-
tics of patients with PS in the ED. Methods: We conducted a 3-year retrospective observational study on PS cases
confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Concretely, we analysed the demographic profile of these pa-
tients, the initial PS clinical presentation, and diagnostic workup (with emphasis on dizziness evaluation) per-
formed at the ED. Results: During the study period, 85 cases were registered. Risk factors for cardiovascular
disease were present in 85.5% and previous visits to the ED due to dizziness were recorded in 16.5%. The main
clinical presentation was dizziness, concretely as an acute vestibular syndrome (38.8%) with additional neuro-
logical signs or symptoms (80%). Evaluation by the otolaryngologist on call was requested in less than 10% of
the cases and included the HINTS protocol use with a sensitivity of 100% for central nervous system underlying
causality. A brain CT study was always performed with a sensitivity of 27%. However, 96.47% of patients were
primarily admitted to the Neurology hospitalization ward and MRI was always performed in a mean time of
3.21 days confirming the diagnosis. Conclusion: Dizziness is the most frequent symptom of PS. Patients usually
present an AVS (associated with additional N-SS or not) and HINTS bedside examination is the most adequate
protocol to differentiate a PS from other AVS causes until the diagnostic confirmation via MRI. Interestingly,
mainly otolaryngologists seem to use HINTS. However, the use of CT is widespread despite its poor value.
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1. Introduction

Dizziness constitutes the main complaint of approximately

3% of the Emergency Department (ED) medical consulta-

tions (1). The underlying cause is usually a vestibular con-

dition but might be a severe central nervous system (CNS)

disorder. Among CNS disorders, the most frequent is the pos-

terior circulation stroke (PS) (2).
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Specifically, the PS-associated dizziness usually corresponds

to an acute vestibular syndrome (AVS), which consists of

an abrupt monophasic dizziness associated with nausea or

vomiting, gait instability, spontaneous nystagmus, and intol-

erance to cephalic movements (3). The most frequent cause

of AVS is an acute unilateral vestibular loss (UVL) whose

course is benign and self-limited. Nonetheless, the second

cause (around 5 to 10% of the cases) is the PS, with the poste-

rior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA) territory being the most

frequently affected (2-4).

An AVS constitutes a diagnostic challenge because it is usu-

ally not associated with additional neurological signs or

symptoms (N-SS), even when a PS is the underlying cause
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(3). Kerber et al. in 2006 observed that one-third of the PS

had initially been misdiagnosed (5). A more recent study de-

scribes a 37% rate of early PS misdiagnosis, whereas there is

only a 16% misdiagnosis rate for anterior circulation strokes

(4).

In the ED diagnostic workup, physical examination is essen-

tial, the HINTS (Head Impulse- Nystagmus-Test of Skew) pro-

tocol being the main component. It consists of a three-step

bedside oculomotor examination and includes the vestibulo-

ocular reflex study in the Head Impulse Test (HIT), careful

eye movement assessment to identify nystagmus, and the

Test of Skew to identify vertical ocular misalignment. This

protocol appears to have higher sensitivity (100%) and speci-

ficity (96%) for PS diagnosis than an MRI diffusion-weighted

imaging in the first 48 hours since clinical onset. Moreover,

in this early context, the MRI has a false negative rate up to

20% for PS, which might contribute to misdiagnosis (3, 6).

CT scan is performed in more than 50% of the AVS cases, even

if evidence discourages its use (7). In this context, CT scans

have low sensitivity (approximately 7%) for PS, even lower

than the 40% shown for anterior circulation strokes (8, 9).

An indication for a CT scan is the suspicion of brain haemor-

rhage. However, this entity is rarely presented as an isolated

AVS (10).

Given that PS misdiagnosis is relevant to the patients’ prog-

nosis and dizziness is a common scenario in the ED, we feel

encouraged to conduct this research (11, 12). The aim of the

study is to contribute to a better understanding of this entity

to reduce initial PS misdiagnosis rates in the future.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design and settings

We designed a case series observational study to character-

ize the initial evaluation of patients with confirmed PS diag-

nosis. We studied the demographic profile, clinical presenta-

tion, and diagnostic workup features (with emphasis on the

evaluation of dizziness) of these patients from the ED admis-

sion to PS diagnostic confirmation. We recruited cases of PS

confirmed by MRI diffusion-weighted imaging in our insti-

tution from April 2018 to April 2021. The project follows the

principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki and was ap-

proved by the Ethics Committee of our institution (CEIB; reg-

ister code 2022-091-1).

2.2. Participants

Inclusion criteria
Adults ≥ 18 years of age.

Posterior circulation stroke confirmed by MRI diffusion-

weighted imaging.

Exclusion criteria
Less than 18 years of age.

Other cases of possible/ probable posterior circulation stroke

not confirmed by MRI including: patients who died before

an MRI confirmation, patients diagnosed using CT, for whom

MRI was not performed, and other possible cases.

2.3. Data gathering

Radiology and clinical reports (ED visit and hospitalization

period) constituted the data source of our outcome mea-

sures, including patient demographic (sex, age, cardiovascu-

lar or otoneurologic past medical history, ED visits due to

dizziness in the prior 2 years, risk factors for cardiovascu-

lar disease such as diabetes mellitus, arterial hypertension,

hypercholesterolemia, or smoking habits), ED visit details

(main clinical complaint, blood pressure, presence of AVS,

impossibility to stand or sit, additional N-SS to those ex-

pected in AVS, HINTS protocol, CT use, specialty of on-call

physicians that were consulted, clinical suspicion of PS), and

hospitalization period details (hospitalization ward in which

the patient was admitted, initial score of National Institute

of Health Stroke Scale, N-SS debuting during the hospitaliza-

tion period, days to MRI diagnostic confirmation, and cere-

bral vascular territories affected). Fixed criteria were applied

to ED reports to determine if the clinical presentation corre-

sponded with an AVS. These criteria included the presence

of dizziness with an abrupt onset and a monophasic clinical

course associated with nausea or vomiting, gait instability,

spontaneous nystagmus, and intolerance to cephalic move-

ments.

Potential recall bias was avoided acquiring information di-

rectly from medical reports. The study included qualitative

and quantitative variables.

2.4. Statistical analysis

We used descriptive statistical methods such as the measure-

ment of frequency distribution and central distribution. Due

to the nature of the study, no interactions were examined,

and no causal inference was performed. Restriction meth-

ods were applied in the selection of individuals (MRI diag-

nostic confirmation) to control confounding factors related

to misdiagnosis. The approach to the missing data was to

omit cases with the missing data and analyse the remaining

data (listwise deletion method).

3. Results

3.1. Baseline characteristics of studies cases

During the study period, 85 cases of PS, confirmed by MRI

diffusion-weighted imaging, were registered in our institu-

tion. Patients had a median age of 73 years (interquar-

tile range from 64 to 79 years) and 64.71% were males. At

least one risk factor for cardiovascular disease was present in

91.6% of the cases. History of cardiovascular disease events
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was present in 38.8% and only 3.53% had previous otoneuro-

logic disease. During the 2 years prior to the PS, 16.5% had

visited the ED due to dizziness. Among these patients, diag-

nosis in the ED discharge summary was “nonspecific dizzi-

ness” in 42.9% of the cases, “transient ischemic attack” in

28.6% and “vertigo under investigation” in 21.4%.

During the ED visit, the chief complaint was “dizziness” in

38.8% of cases. Another common chief complaint (15.3%)

was “unsteady gait”. Clinical presentation was compatible

with an AVS in 38.8% of patients. Among these cases, around

80% presented additional N-SS and 34.1% had impossibility

standing or sitting. Blood pressure on ED arrival was above

180 mmHg in 22.4% of the cases.

An evaluation by the otolaryngologist on call was requested

in 8.24% of the patients. In the otolaryngologist evaluation,

HINTS protocol was always applied and 100% sensitive for

CNS underlying causality. Concretely, the HINTS protocol al-

ways evidenced a patent vestibulo-ocular reflex in the HIT

and a normal Test of Skew. On the other hand, nystagmus

was only present in 22.4% of the cases and showed a unidirec-

tional horizontal-torsional pattern in 47.7%. A non-contrast

head CT was performed in all the patients, the resulting sen-

sitivity for PS was 27%.

3.2. Dispositions from ED

After the ED initial evaluation, 96.47% of patients were ad-

mitted to the neurology hospitalization ward with an aver-

age score of 5.87 points on the National Institutes of Health

Stroke Scale (NIHSS). The remaining 3.53% of patients were

admitted to the otolaryngology or internal medicine wards.

Overall, new N-SS debuted during hospitalization time in

22.4% of the patients. Among patients who did not present

N-SS in the ED initial evaluation, these debuted during hos-

pitalization time in 29.2%. In a mean time of 3.21 days MRI

diffusion-weighted imaging was performed, confirming the

PS diagnosis. The basilar, vertebral, and posterior cerebral

arteries were affected in a similar proportion (17.6%, 22.4%

and 29.4% respectively). A vertebral artery dissection was

observed in 4.7% of the cases. The pons, cerebellar hemi-

spheres, and occipital lobes were the territories most com-

monly affected by ischemia

4. Discussion

We report dizziness as the chief complaint at the clinical on-

set of PS. Moreover, our retrospective analysis based on fixed

criteria applied to the ED reports confirmed AVS as the usual

presentation of PS. Then, a right identification of the AVS and

a proper differential diagnosis among its causes should facil-

itate a prompt PS detection (4, 5).

For years, the initial ED approach for dizziness has con-

sisted in categorizing whether if the patient presents with

vertigo, instability, presyncope or other poorly defined symp-

toms. This differentiation theoretically facilitates the diag-

nosis when used by a neurotologist. Nonetheless, recently it

has been demonstrated that this approach in the ED context

is overrated and often leads to misdiagnosis (13). Newman-

Toker et al. demonstrated how more than 50% of the pa-

tients change the dizziness category that represents their

symptoms when asked twice within a 5- to 10-minute inter-

val (14). To unify the mentioned categories under a unique

concept “dizziness” helps to emphasize in more relevant di-

agnostic features such as the timing and trigger patterns

of their symptoms (2, 14-16). In this diagnostic paradigm,

patients with dizziness are grouped into three categories:

spontaneous episodic vestibular syndrome (s-EVS), triggered

episodic vestibular syndrome (t-EVS), and AVS (2, 17). In the

ED context, we do recommend emphasizing on timing and

the trigger pattern when evaluating a patient presenting with

dizziness. This approach increases chances of AVS detection,

which ultimately facilitates the PS diagnosis.

Once an AVS is identified, the differential diagnosis between

the most common causes (UVL and PS) should be con-

ducted. This step is essential as the management is very dif-

ferent and misdiagnosis of PS might lead to serious adverse

consequences. Lack of familiarity with inner ear disorders fa-

cilitates misdiagnosis (18).

The demographic profile of our patients consisted mainly of

males over 70 years old with cardiovascular disease risk fac-

tors. Almost 40% of our patients had a history of cardiovas-

cular disease events. The demographic profiles of PS and

UVL have not been compared and therefore, we cannot con-

clude if they differ. The importance of demographic pro-

file while investigating the AVS causality is probably over-

estimated. Age and risk factors for cardiovascular disease

increase the pre-test probability of PS being the underlying

cause. Nonetheless, a study based on the cardiovascular risk

scale ABCD2 (which studies age, arterial pressure, unilateral

motor weakness or speech impairment, duration of symp-

toms, and the presence of diabetes mellitus) to differentiate

between PS and VL shows a 60% sensitivity for both. In the

context of an AVS, the capability of the HINTS protocol to de-

tect a PS is superior to that of the ABCD2 scale. This fact is

even more evident in the evaluation of young patients (18).

In the PS clinical onset, according to literature, AVS is associ-

ated with absence of additional N-SS in 80% of the cases (3).

However, in our study, 80% of the patients with an AVS pre-

sented additional N-SS in the initial ED evaluation. More-

over, these debuted during hospitalization time in 30% of

those with initial absence of additional N-SS. The reason for

this variability is unknown, but we emphasize that the ab-

sence of N-SS does not rule out PS as the underlying cause.

In the ED context, the diagnostic relevance of the presence

or absence of N-SS is probably overrated, and this fact con-
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tributes to initial misdiagnosis (13).

In our study, evaluation by the otorhinolaryngologist on call

was requested in 8.24% of the cases. Among these, the HINTS

protocol was always applied, and the suspicion of a CNS

cause (PS being the most common) was always reported.

Therefore, the sensitivity of HINTS protocol for PS suspicion

in our study was 100% and supports previous evidence (19).

It has elevated cost-effectiveness and shows higher sensitiv-

ity than any other ED diagnostic approach. As a result, the

HINTS protocol is recommended for screening patients with

AVS in the ED context (18). Nonetheless, it has limitations

such as the need for familiarity with oculomotor examina-

tion and the requirement to correctly identify an AVS prior

to its application (18). At our institution, physicians from di-

verse medical specialties receive formation about otoneurol-

ogy. This fact might explain why the evaluation by otorhi-

nolaryngologist on call was rarely requested, even when the

PS debuted as an AVS. Also, the presence of additional N-SS

in 80% of the cases might explain an elevated CNS causal-

ity suspicion. Nonetheless, in our study, the HINTS proto-

col was never applied by physicians who were not otorhino-

laryngologists. The presence of spontaneous nystagmus was

reported in 22.4% of the cases and was unidirectional with a

horizontal-torsional pattern in 47.4% of the occasions. Ac-

cording to ED-based observational studies, the presence or

absence of nystagmus is reported in more than 80% of the

cases. However, the nystagmus features are usually not de-

scribed and when reported, their characteristics are not co-

herent with the diagnosis given (20).

In the initial ED evaluation, a non-contrast head CT was per-

formed in all the patients of our study. This fact proves the

systematic use of CT in the diagnostic workup of dizziness

in our institution. A previous study describes the CT use in

more than 50% of the patients in this clinical context as ex-

cessive (7).

CT is the standard imaging technique among patients pre-

senting with acute stroke symptoms to rule out brain haem-

orrhage. However, a PS due to brain haemorrhage rarely de-

buts as an isolated AVS compared to ischemic forms of PS.

Therefore, given its low diagnostic rentability for PS (7- 16%

in previous studies and 27% in our study) and the rarity of

brain hemorrhage presenting as an isolated AVS, the CT is not

recommended for the AVS diagnostic workup (7-9, 21, 22).

The CT implies radiation exposure, elevated costs, and a mis-

use of material and personal ED resources. However, the

most dangerous consequence of its overuse is PS misdiagno-

sis due to false reassurance by a normal CT result. It is a com-

mon practice to link a normal scan with UVL as the underly-

ing cause of an AVS (13), Grewal K et al. described how those

with a normal CT had a double PS likelihood than those who

did not receive a CT in the diagnostic workup. This fact sug-

gests that ED physicians correctly suspect PS but incorrectly

assume a PS absence when a normal CT is obtained (21). As a

result, we do not recommend CT use in the initial AVS evalu-

ation unless the intention is to rule out a brain haemorrhage.

In our series, the suspicion of PS or a serious neurological

condition was adequate as 96.47% of the cases were admit-

ted in the neurology hospitalization ward after the initial ED

evaluation. The mean NIHSS score on admission was 5.87

points, which is close to the average of 3.8 points recorded

in the literature (4). The unusually elevated presence of addi-

tional N-SS in the recorded AVSs might facilitate the PS suspi-

cion. Nonetheless, the AVS presence is determined by the ret-

rospective application of fixed criteria to the ED reports and

therefore, its real incidence might be different. The increased

detection of additional N-SS may be explained by the exten-

sive clinical experience implicit to a tertiary care ED. To study

retrospectively from MRI-confirmed cases implies important

limitations, which probably overestimate our PS identifica-

tion rates. An example is the exclusion of misdiagnosed pa-

tients (both discharged or hospitalized in neurology/non-

neurology wards). Also, those who died prior to receiving an

MRI confirmation of PS were excluded.

The MRI diffusion-weighted imaging is the diagnostic gold

standard, its use is part of the study inclusion criteria and

therefore, was performed in the 85 cases in a mean time of

3.21 days since the ED admission (22). Causative lesions were

in the vertebral, basilar, and posterior cerebral arteries in a

similar proportion. In the literature, atherosclerotic stenosis

tends to occur in the extracranial vertebral artery, whereas

embolic events usually affect the basilar or the intracranial

vertebral arteries (23).

A vertebral artery dissection was detected in 4.7% of our pa-

tients. This condition usually occurs in the extracranial por-

tion of the vertebral artery and causes additional symptoms

such as pain in the posterior part of the neck or occiput (23).

5. Limitations

To study retrospectively from MRI-confirmed cases may

overestimate PS identification rates. An example was the ex-

clusion of misdiagnosed patients (both discharged or hospi-

talized in neurology/non-neurology wards). Also, those who

died prior to receiving an MRI confirmation of PS were ex-

cluded. There is a risk of information bias in the present

study, because the presence of AVS was determined based on

clinical criteria applied to ED reports. Also, there might be

selection bias, we recruited patients exclusively from a ter-

tiary care institution. Clinical evaluation might be optimized

in a tertiary care institution due to the wide experience of

emergency physicians and the constant presence of neurol-

ogy and otolaryngology specialists on call. These facts and

the implicit features of case series studies affect the external

validity of our results.
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6. Conclusions

Patients suffering a PS usually refer to dizziness as their main

symptom and present an AVS (with or without additional N-

SS). Emphasis on timing and trigger patterns is key to de-

tect an AVS. Bedside HINTS exam discerns PS from other

AVS causes and ED physicians (not only otolaryngologists)

should explore it consistently. CT is widely used despite its

poor value, but negative findings do not impede admission

to get an MRI-confirmed diagnosis.
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